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Testing Specification: 

⚫ Low voltage directive - EN60335-1 

⚫ E&E Directive - EN62233 

⚫ EMC Directive - EN55014-1 

⚫ EN55014-2 

⚫ EN61000-3-2 

⚫ EN61000-3-3 

 

Features of product with CE mark: 

⚫ Safe mechanical and electrical components. 

⚫ Symbol of high quality. 

⚫ Reliability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WEEE WARNING: 

⚫ Do not dispose of electrical appliances as unsorted municipal waste, contact your 

local recycle facilities or government for information regarding available collection 

system. 

⚫ The disposal of appliances in landfills or dumps can pollute the environment and 

damage your health and well-being. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The user manual contains information on assembly procedures, operating precautions, maintenance and 

safety guidelines. For your safety, please make certain of that you have read the guidelines below. 

2. SAFETY GUIDELINES 

⚫ Always consult your physicians before starting your workout. 

⚫ Read through the operation manual and follow the instruction when using the treadmill. 

⚫ For child safety, properly store the safety key. 

⚫ Keep children away from the treadmill at all times. 

⚫ Place the treadmill on a solid level surface with the rear and side away from any objects. 

⚫ Place the treadmill on a level surface with enough clearance behind it, 2M is needed, and on both 

sides of the treadmill is 0.6M. 

⚫ Make sure the ground-wire is properly connected during assembly. 

⚫ Wear appropriate clothes and shoes during the workout. 

⚫ Do not wear any shoes that may damage the running belt. 

⚫ Carefully inspect the machine prior to the exercise, especially the power cable. 

⚫ For your safety, stand on the side panel before starting the machine. 

⚫ Please insert the safety key in the console to operate the machine. 

⚫ Do not start the machine while anyone standing on the running belt. 

⚫ Attach the safety key clip to your clothing while using the machine. 

⚫ Press the START button to operate the machine. 

⚫ Pre-check and adjust the length of safety key, so it breaks away from the console after exceeding a 

safe distance making the machine at stop. 

⚫ For your safety, please remove the safety key when the machine is not in use. 

⚫ The optimal place to stand on the treadmill is at about 1/3 of the length of the running belt to the 

front of the treadmill. You might step on the motor cover if you stand too close to the front and 

crush the cover, or be tripped by the running belt. If you stand too close to the back of the running 

deck, you might not catch the speed and fall off. 

⚫ Keep your hands away from any moving parts. 

⚫ Do not place any liquid near or on the treadmill. 

⚫ Hold onto the handrails or stand on the foot rails during any emergency, or step off the treadmill. 

⚫ Excessive and incorrect training can result in injury. 

⚫ Stop immediately when feeling uncomfortable during the exercise, and look for professional 

opinions. 

⚫ The sound pressure of a treadmill is about 70 dB. 

⚫ Noise emission under load is higher than without load. 

⚫ Upon part damage, contact technicians for the troubleshooting and stop using the machine. 

⚫ Replacing parts of treadmills can cause safety issues. 

⚫ Contact your dealer for professional help if you have any question. 

⚫ The monitor use way please glance through the「Console User Manual」. 

⚫ Warranty will not be honored when this advice is not carefully followed: 

 The maximum weight allowed on ZEN 5000-U is 150 kg. 

 The maximum weight allowed on ZEN 5000-T is 130 kg. 

Caution: This machine is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 

sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been 

given supervision or instruction concerning use of the machine by a person responsible for 

their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the machine. 
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3. MAINTENANCE 

A. Regular Maintenance: 

a. Clean and lubricate the running deck after each 20-hour of use or on a monthly basis, which 

ever comes first. Clean both sides of the running belt daily will prevent dirt from getting 

underneath the running belt. 

b. To keep the dust off, clean the treadmill both on the surface and beneath it; Place a mat under 

the treadmill to keep the dust off and to protect the floor. 

c. Keep the liquid from the monitor or the running belt. 

d. Contact your dealer for any service assistance. 

B. How To Clean The Running Deck And The Running Belt: 

a. Use a clean towel, slide it between the running belt and deck of the treadmill at the motor end, 

so that one end of the towel hangs over each side of the machine. 

b. Hold both ends of the towel, pull it back and forth under the belt, and move toward the other 

end of the running belt; make sure the belt stay in place. 

c. When you reach the rear roller, hold the belt down and move the towel toward the front of the 

treadmill, repeat these steps a few more time. This will clean both the belt and treadmill deck. 

C. How To Lubricate The Running Deck And The Running Belt: 

⚫ Keep Silicon lubricant out of reach of children. 

⚫ If swallowed or applied directly on face, seek medical advice immediately. 

⚫ If spilt, clean up immediately, as slippage hazard may result. 

a. Apply 2 cc of silicon lubricant on each lubrication point (the lubrication point situated under 

the running belt, which is 10 cm from sides of the belt and 30 cm from the near end of motor 

cover). Apply on both left and right sides of the belt. 

b. Walk on the treadmill for 2 minutes at about 5 km/h in order spread the lubricant evenly. 

c. Belt slippage may occurred for a short time. If it persists, adjust the running belt tension 

according to the owner's manual (Tighten The Running Belt). Do not over-tighten, as this will 

decrease the life of the belt. Always make sure the belt is not over-tightened. 

d. If you are not certain of any procedure or lack of correct tools, please contact your dealer. 

 

                         ( clean )               ( lubrication ) 

Caution: This product may cause danger if used otherwise than strictly in accordance with the 

directions for its use. This product is sold only subject to these conditions and upon the basis 

that it is used solely at the purchaser's own risk and the manufacturers and distributors 

hereby exclude themselves from all liability in relation to this product howsoever arising. 
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C. Hardware Set: 

 Description Unit Q'ty No. 

1 Hex. Socket Button Head Screw  (M8*16) PCE 8 918 

2 Spring Washer  (Ø 8*Ø 14*t2.0) PCE 8 919 

3 Washer  (Ø 8.3*Ø 19*t1.5) PCE 8 920 

4 Hex. Socket Button Head Screw Nylok  (M8*40) PCE 2 926 

5 Hex. Socket Flat Head Screw Nylok  (M8*40) PCE 2 927 

6 Hex. Socket Flat Head Screw Nylok  (M6*12) PCE 6 928 

D. Tool Set: 

 Description Unit Q'ty No. 

1 L Shaped Wrench  (M4*25L*68L) PCE 1 940 

2 L Shaped Wrench  (M5*70L*120L) PCE 1 941 
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6. ASSEMBLY 

A. Overview: 

 

【Note】 

⚫ Follow the instructions and carefully assemble each part. 

⚫ Do not plug in the power cord before the assembly is completed. 

⚫ Please double check all screws are tightened before the operation. 

B. Main Frame Assembly: 

 
a. Place the MAIN FRAME (101) on the smooth floor where you would like to do the 

assembly. 

b. Cut the Safety Band on the MAIN FRAME (101) and the BOTTOM FRAME (201) as 

shown in the above picture. 

c. Lift the MAIN FRAME (101) into the folding position. 

【Note】 

⚫ Do not remove the Safety Band before the main frame is set at assembly position because the 

air pressure shaft can be released if it is not handled properly. 

⚫ Please read section 7.A about folding treadmill. Lift the treadmill with extra caution before 

the installment of the console. 
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C. Upright Tube Assembly: 

 

a. Connect the WIRES (B03, B04) of the RIGHT UPRIGHT TUBE ASSEMBLY (302) to the 

WIRES (B01, B02) of the BOTTOM FRAME (201).  

b. Tuck the wires into the RIGHT UPRIGHT TUBE ASSEMBLY (302) and the BOTTOM 

FRAME (201). 

c. Attach the RIGHT UPRIGHT TUBE ASSEMBLY (302) to the BOTTOM FRAME (201) 

using SCREWS (918, 919, 920), and do not fully tighten the screw until the final adjustment 

of the treadmill. 

d. Repeat the above step on the other side. 

D. Handlebar Assembly: 
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a. Connect the WIRES (B07, B08) of the RIGHT HANDLEBAR ASSEMBLY (403) to the 

WIRES (B09, B10) of the CONSOLE ASSEMBLY (401). Make sure the wires are not 

pinched. 

b. Attach the RIGHT HANDLEBAR ASSEMBLY (403) to the CONSOLE ASSEMBLY 

(401) using SCREWS (926, 927). Tighten SCREWS (927) first and then SCREWS (926). 

c. Repeat above steps on the other side. 

【Note】 

⚫ Tuck the wires under the frames to prevent causing damage from screws 

⚫ Carefully install SCREWS (926, 927) to the designated socket as the picture shown. 

E. Console Assembly: 

 

a. Connect the WIRES (B05, B06) of the CONSOLE ASSEMBLY (401) to the WIRES (B03, 

B04) of the RIGHT UPRIGHT TUBE ASSEMBLY (302). Make sure that the wires are not 

pinched. 

b. Attach the CONSOLE ASSEMBLY (401) to the RIGHT UPRIGHT TUBE ASSEMBLY 

(302) using SCREWS (928) and PRE-INSTALLED SCREWS (918, 919, 920). 
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7. FOLD THE TREADMILL 

 

A. Fold The Treadmill: 

Lift the treadmill from point A until the air pressure shaft is locked. 

B. Unfold The Treadmill: 

a. Hold the frame firmly with your right hand. 

b. Slightly kick the outer tube of the air pressure shaft at point B to unlock. At the same time, 

slightly let down the treadmill with your hand. 

c. Release your hand so that the treadmill unfold itself. 
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8. TUNE THE TREADMILL 

A. Running Belt Dimensions: 

          

B. Factors Affecting The Running Belt Alignment: 

a. Whether the treadmill is on a level surface. 

b. Your feet impact the belt with uneven forces, so the belt may lose the alignment over time; the 

treadmill should be kept running for a short while after the workout, so that the belt may adjust itself 

back to its original alignment. 

c. Whether the belt tension is well maintained. 

Caution: The running belt should be adjusted only by adjusting the rear roller bolts of the treadmill. 

Do not adjust the front rollers bolts on your own; please consult your dealer for assistance if 

the front roller bolts need to be adjusted. 

C. Tighten The Running Belt: 

 

⚫ Pay attention to the belt tension so that the treadmill can be operated smoothly on a level surface 

and to prevent the damage to the parts. 

⚫ When you feel the belt is slipping under your feet, it means you may need to adjust its tension. 

⚫ If the following steps cannot improve the tension and prevent slippage, the motor drive belt may 

need to be adjusted, please consult your dealer for assistance. 

a. To increase the tension, use the L type wrench to turn both rear roller adjustment bolts 

clockwise by 1 turn. 

b. To decrease the tension, use the L type wrench to turn both rear roller adjustment bolts 

counter-clockwise by 1 turn. 

Caution: Do not over tighten the belt, otherwise not only the running belt may be worn out easily, the 

roller bearing can also be damaged over time due to the extra tension pressure. 
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D. Center The Running Belt: 

 

⚫ The running belt should be kept at the center position to ensure a smooth operation and to prevent 

any worn out. When the running belt is off-centered, the belt needs to be manually adjusted and 

aligned. 

⚫ Running Belt with a width of 500 mm should stay within regionⅠ, otherwise an adjustment is 

required. 

⚫ Running Belt with a width of 460 mm should stay within regionⅡ, otherwise an adjustment is 

required. 

a. Keep the treadmill running at the speed of 4-6 km/h, when the running belt has shifted to the 

left: 

i) Use the L type wrench to turn the left rear roller bolt clockwise ½ of a turn. 

ii) If more adjustment is needed, turn the right rear roller bolt counter-clockwise ½ of a 

turn. 

iii) If more adjustment is still needed, repeat the above two steps, but turn only at ¼ of a 

turn. 

b. Keep the treadmill running at the speed of 4-6 km/h, when the running belt has shifted to the 

right: 

i) Use the L type wrench to turn the right rear roller bolt clockwise ½ of a turn. 

ii) If more adjustment is needed, turn the left rear roller bolt counter-clockwise ½ of a 

turn. 

iii) If more adjustment is still needed, repeat the above two steps, but turn only at ¼ of a 

turn. 

E. Incline Adjustment: 

a. To Increase the Incline: Press  to increase the incline. 

b. To Decrease the Incline: Press  to decrease the incline. 

Caution: The incline device needs to be off for 20 minutes when it is used for over 5 minutes to keep it 

from being over-heated. When the incline is over-heated, it will cut off the power supply 

automatically until the temperature is back to normal. 
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9. SAFETY KEY & HANDLEBAR PULSE SENSORS 

A. Place the safety key to the key pad on the console assembly to start the treadmill. 

B. Suggest to measure your heart beat before and after exercise to make a comparison. Be sure to 

stand on the side rail and hold the pulse sensor for five (5) seconds, the icon 「 」 will show on 

the screen and monitor will show the heart beat/min in real time. 

【Note】 

⚫ Remove the safety key when the treadmill is not in use to avoid any danger. 

⚫ When using the pulse equipment and hold the pulse sensor, stay calm and steady. Do not run 

and measure pulse at the same time. Otherwise, the figure will not be accurate due to hands 

moved. 

⚫ when using the hand pulse sensor, the hands should be without too much moisture; so dry 

your hands before doing exercise. Otherwise, it will affect the accuracy of heart rate. 

Caution: The pulse sensor is not medical device, and the estimated heart rate is for your reference only, 
please use a medical device for accurate reading of your heart rate. 

10. STRETCHES 

⚫ Warm up is an important part of every workout. It prepares the body for more strenuous exercise 

and reduces the chance of joint and body injuries by increasing your blood flow to the muscles, 

delivering more oxygen to the muscles, and increasing the body temperature. 

⚫ The following stretches provide a good warm-up and cool-down. Move slowly as you stretch. 

A.  Ham String Stretch: 

a. Sit with one leg extended. Bring the sole of the opposite foot toward 

you, resting it against the extended leg's inner thigh. Stretch toward 

your toe as far as possible, hold for 15 counts, then relax. 

b. Repeat three times for both legs. 

【Stretches】 Hamstring, Lower Back and Groin 

B.  Inner Thigh Stretch: 

a. Sit with the soles of your feet together and knees pointing outward. Pull 

your feet as close into the groin area as possible. Hold for 15 counts, 

then relax. 

b. Repeat three times. 

【Stretches】Quadriceps and Hip Muscles 

C. Toe Touches: 

a. Stand with your knees bend slightly, slowly bend forward from the hips. 

Allow your back and shoulders to relax as you stretch down toward 

your toes. Go as far as you can and hold for 15 counts, then relax. 

b. Repeat three times. 

【Stretches】Hamstring, Back of Knees, Back 
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D.  Quadriceps Stretch: 

a. Stand on one foot with one hand hold onto the wall to balance, raise the 

other foot behind you, and pull up your foot as close to your buttocks as 

possible. Hold for 15 counts, then relax. 

b. Repeat three times for both legs. 

【Stretches】Quadriceps muscles, Hip muscle 

E.  Calf/Achilles Stretch 

a. With one leg in front of the other and arms out, lean against the wall. 

Keep your back leg straight and back foot flat on the ground; then bend 

the front leg and lean forward by moving your hips toward the wall. 

b. Hold, then repeat on the other side. To cause even further stretching the 

Achilles tendons, slightly bend back leg as well. 

【Stretches】Lower legs, Achilles tendons, and Ankles 
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Distributor Information 

Company: 

Phone: 

Fax: 

Email: 

Website: 

Address: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 

 Without our authorization, any contents of this manual are not allowed to be copied, saved or 

transferred. 

 We reserve rights to revise specification, equipment, and maintenance information for our R&D team 

keeps improving our product quality. 

 We have done the best efforts on this manual to be more comprehensible for all users. However, if it is 

found or wrong location of part on somewhere in the manual, please feel to contract with the shop 

where you purchased this machine. 

 Enjoy your fitness workout with our machine and having a healthy life. 

ZEN 5000-20151118GB 




